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FOREWORD 

This handbook is created with the intention to introduce its users to the classification system established at 
international and national levels, and above all to the classification families, without whose foundation, 
members of classification families – classifications and correspondence tables – we would not be able to talk 
in statistical language today.  

Their broad application took roots not only among statisticians, but among lawyers and IT technicians as 
well. Accessibility and multiple usefulness for every area of society has proven to be sustainable for 
decades, so they are continuously improved and adapted according to the needs and phenomena in 
society.  

Through this manual, we tried to present all the subjects involved in the creation and maintenance of 
classifications, and to explain each category that makes the classification family. With practical examples, we 
wanted to illustrate how methodological descriptions work in practice and thus make the coding logic behind 
the numbers and letters clear to users. 

We hope that we have succeeded in this and that, through theory and practice, users will enter the world of 
classifications and code lists that are the subject of constant research and analysis, because no statistics 
could be available without them. 

 

 

 

 Lidija Brković 

 

 DIRECTOR GENERAL 
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INTRODUCTION 

Classifications are often equated with code lists because a single classification level is usually always used 
to code data. In fact, they are a model, a tool and a language all in one. Defining them as a model means 
that they are methodologically elaborated so well that every phenomenon in society can be classified with 
this tool. And when they are internationally recognised as a standard, they represent a unique language that 
is understandable everywhere in the world thanks to numerical and letter codes. It is sufficient for a foreign or 
domestic user to read the code depending on the type of classification and they will know what a particular 
classification category means and covers.  

Classifications are applied in administrative and statistical registers and statistical surveys as well as in other 
activities according to national and international standards. Given their structure and coverage, 
classifications, classification versions as well as their levels are an important area of metadata and an 
integral part of databases. 

The Statistical System of the Republic of Croatia uses the Neuchâtel Terminology Model, today better known 
as the Statistical Classifications Model – GSIM. In terms of the creation of classifications, it is the main 
standard for the presentation of statistical classifications, which was developed by the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). It is regarded as a model that enables the continuous 
modernisation of the statistical system.  

The hierarchical system of classifications consists of different classification families, classifications belonging 
to families, classification versions, classification levels and their elements, and correspondence tables and 
code lists. 

Classifications and code lists should be viewed as complementary rather than contradictory concepts. 
Classifications provide a general framework for all phases of business operations, from collection of data to 
their dissemination and exchange, as opposed to code lists, which make practical application possible.  

It should also be noted that code lists can function without classifications, especially when used as structured 
metadata to disseminate statistical data. 

 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/gsim/Generic+Statistical+Information+Model
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

 

ANZSCC Australian and New Zealand Standard 
Commodity Classification 

CN Combined Nomenclature 

COICOP Classification of Individual 
Consumption by Purpose 

COICOP-
HICP 

Classification of Individual 
Consumption by Purpose Adapted to 
the Needs of Harmonized Indices of 
Consumer Prices 

CPA Statistical Classification of Products 
By Activity in the European Economic 
Community 

CPC Central Product Classification  

EEC European Economic Community 

ESA European System of Accounts  

ESSC European Statistical System 
Committee 

EU European Union 

GDP gross domestic product 

Eurostat Statistical Office of the European 
Communities 

GSIM Generic Statistical Information Model 

HS Harmonised Commodity Description 
and Coding System  

ILO International Labour Organisation 

ISCAP The Integrated System of 
Classifications of Activities and 
Products 

ISCED International Standard Classification 
of Education 

 

ISCO International Standard Classification 
of Occupations  

ISIC International Standard Industrial 
Classification of All Economic 
Activities 

ISO International Organization for 
Standardization  

KAU kind-of-activity unit 

KLASUS application and classification 
database 

L Legislation 

NACE Statistical Classification of Economic 
Activities in the European Community 

NAICS North American Industry Classification 
System 

n. e. c. not elsewhere classified 

n. e. s. not elsewhere specified 

NIP Nomenclature of Industrial Products 

NIPUM Nomenclature of Industrial Products 
for Monthly Survey on Industrial 
Production 

NSI national statistical institute 

OG official gazette of the Republic of 
Croatia 

OJ Official Journal 

PRODCOM Production in the Community 

Rev. revision 

SITC Standard International Trade 
Classification 
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SNA  System of National Accounts 

UN United Nations 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization 

UNSD UN Statistics Division 
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1. Definition of classification 

Why are international statistical classifications needed? 

In general, statistical classification is a set of discrete, exhaustive and mutually exclusive categories that can 
be assigned to one or more variables used for the collection, processing and dissemination of data, and 
describe the characteristics of the observed population. 

The basic need of every statistical system is to establish standardised concepts, definitions and 
classifications. In order to achieve consistency and comparability, accessibility and clarity of statistics, 
international institutions develop and adopt international statistical classifications aimed at defining the basis 
for: 

 statistics that are comparable across countries; 

 development of national classifications. 

Statistical classifications serve as an aid in grouping and organising information in a meaningful and 
systematic manner in detailed and structured sets of categories defined by common characteristics. In 
general, statistical classifications are developed to support policy making as well as to simplify data collection 
and organise statistics. The primary task of statistical classification is to simplify the real world and provide a 
useful framework for collecting, organising and analysing data from statistical and administrative data 
sources, as well as to provide a framework for international comparability and statistical reporting. 

Statistical classifications may be used for: 

 collecting and harmonising statistical information in a standardised manner  

 aggregation and breakdown of datasets in a comprehensible manner 

 complex analyses  

 policymaking  

 decision-making.  

For all activities in the field of classifications, the Statistical Commission of the United Nations has 
designated the Committee of Experts on International Statistical Classifications as the central coordinating 
body. Among other tasks, it is in charge of coordinating and reviewing other classifications that are under the 
competence of other international organisations, which have been proposed for adoption by the Statistical 
Commission. 

Irrespective whether it contains one or more levels, classification can be defined, commonly speaking, as a 
regulated set of related categories used to structure information in a particular area according to their 
similarities. The main purpose of the classification is to simplify the real world and bring it closer to the user 
as well as to enable its  correct interpretation. For example, it is essential that the economic classifications 
ISIC or NACE describe the structure of economic activities as it is, i.e. to show reality as realistically as 
possible. It is therefore essential that classifications are regularly updated, revised and adapted to current 
social phenomena. 

Unlike classifications, a code list is a predefined set of terms from which individual statistically coded 
concepts take over their values. It is a controlled vocabulary that contains codes and meanings and 
permissible values for a particular data item. 
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2. Principles for the development of international statistical 
classifications 

2.1  Competent authorities 

International statistical classifications are the responsibility of the United Nations’ statistical organisational 
units. A number of other international classifications are owned and held by key international organisations, 
such as WHO, ILO, UNESCO or ISO. 

In agreement with international and multinational organisations, competent authorities for international 
classifications are responsible for their development and maintenance. They are also responsible for 
supporting the application of international classifications by countries, as well as in national statistical and 
administrative offices. 

The duty of competent authorities is to present international classifications to the Committee of Experts on 
International Statistical Classifications. 

The role of the Committee of Experts is to provide advisory services on the classification principles of current 
and new international classifications, best practices and concepts and to simplify the harmonisation of 
related classifications, to verify the classifications against the criteria for inclusion in the international family 
and to adapt the application of classifications to the subject of observation. The Committee of Experts also 
directs the United Nations statistical organisational units and other competent authorities of international 
standard classifications on technical auditing issues or on the development of a particular classification, as 
well as on strategic planning for working on it. 

 

2.2  Conceptual aspects 

Any statistical classification should be based on predefined concepts and principles. The conceptual basis 
includes methodological guidelines, including additional explanations, which prescribe what should each 
classification category include/exclude and explain the approaches to be taken in any particular moment. 

In order for users to understand what the classification is about, the conceptual basis should be well defined 
and documented, and applied for categorisation, interpretation and structuring of the classification. The 
development of a conceptual basis is mandatory for both horizontal and hierarchical classifications. 

Classifications are made on the basis of strict and consistent methodological principles such as industrial 
origin, physical characteristics and the basic nature of the product as well as their market orientation. Market 
orientation of commodities can be based on production, supply or needs of certain economic activities, and 
each approach meets different purposes. It may be based on principles or concepts developed for the 
creation of an international standard through international cooperation, whether stakeholder consultations 
have been carried out or agreement has been reached between national statistical institutes. 

Code lists are not constructed following strict methodological rules, however, when derived from existing 
standards, they inherit them to a certain extent. As they are often recognised as matching tools, code lists 
are increasingly subject to different rules, such as strict and harmonised coding systems. 

https://unstats.un.org/UNSDWebsite/
https://www.who.int/
https://www.ilo.org/global/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.unesco.org/en
https://www.iso.org/home.html
https://unstats.un.org/UNSDWebsite/
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2.3  Formal aspects 

The most important standard classifications are officially approved by the United Nations Statistics Division 
(UNSD), the European Statistical System Committee (ESSC) concerning European Union standards and the 
corresponding national statistical institutes (NSI) bodies concerning national classifications. The most 
important standard classifications also follow other official procedures, such as those developed by NACE ad 
hoc working group, the ESSC, the European Commission, the European Parliament and the Council of the 
European Union. Other classifications are defined in legal acts, methodological manuals and similar 
guidelines. 

Code lists are generally adopted at a more operational level, but they still have to be adopted on the basis of 
the official procedures in force within a particular organisation. This can happen at institution level or at the 
thematic level. Code lists may also be define in legal acts, methodological manuals and similar instructions.  

 

2.4  Types of classification 

(a) International classifications (reference classifications) 

An international or reference classification is the one that is developed by an international institution such as 
the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO) or the World Health Organisation (WHO). 

The aim of international classifications is to provide a common framework for collecting and organising 
information on a particular statistical system, concept or variable. Their use, either directly or through 
national adaptations, facilitates the exchange and comparability of statistics and other information between 
countries. These classifications are generally developed through extensive international consultations. 

An international or reference classification may require adaptation to meet country-specific conditions. 
Namely, a particular international classification cannot always be used as originally conceived, i.e. there may 
be categories defined for international use that do not apply in country-specific environments. 

The definition of correspondence tables (which map or link classifications together) is mandatory between 
international classifications as they facilitate international reporting and allow time series management. 

 
(B) Derived or related classifications 

Derived or related classifications are usually based on an international reference classification. They can be 
developped by: 

 applying the concepts of the reference classification in a more stringent or alternative way in order to 
produce a different classification hierarchical structure; 

 adopting the reference classification structure and categories at higher levels, and then adding further 
details of the lower level for regional or national needs; 

 rearranging or aggregating parts of one or more reference classifications in order to create a new 
version of the reference classification. 
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2.5  Inter-category exclusivity 

The categories in the statistical classification must contain mutually exclusive and exhaustive items at the 
same classification level, i.e. it should be possible to classify each member of the population of primary units 
under only one classification category and to group all units by classification categories. 

Classification with non-exclusion categories confuses users and prevents the correct and consistent use of 
statistical classification. Inter-category exclusivity is mandatory for both horizontal and hierarchical 
classifications. 

The classification should be exhaustive for all possible values that a variable may receive among primary 
units presented by the classification. For coding purposes, it should be pointed out that superfluous or 
unnecessary categories often hinder the effectiveness and usefulness of the classification. 

 

2.6  Statistical balance 

In general, the statistical classification should not have categories at the same level in its hierarchy that are 
too different in the size of the population (coverage of observation units). The statistical balance allows the 
classification to be used effectively for the correspondence table of aggregated data. In order to classify 
similar elements uniformly and to maintain homogeneity, it is necessary to establish a statistical balance, 
especially in the case of surveys carried out using the sampling method.  

 

2.7  Statistical application 

The application of the statistical classification means that it is possible to distinguish efficiently, accurately 
and consistently the categories in the classification on the basis of the information available, for example, to 
code answers to questions asked in statistical surveys or administrative forms. 

Statistical implementation is a fundamental aspect of the application of classification when collecting 
statistical data. With well-designed coding tools and procedures, it should be possible to effectively classify 
statistical units under the correct categories. 

 

2.8  Classification units and statistical units 

Classification units are basic units that are classified using classification methodological guidelines (e.g. job 
according to the classification of occupations and activities of an enterprise/institution according to the 
classification of activities). 

Statistical units are units of observation or measurement for which data are collected. They can be people, 
products, enterprises, geographical areas, events, jobs, etc.  

 

2.9  Comparability of time series 

In the development and use of statistical classifications, consideration must be given to establishing 
comparability over time between the current and the previous classification version. Major breaks in the time 
series should be avoided in cases when classifications are significantly affected by changes in society. Time 
series can be managed using correspondence tables since they methodologically link different classification 
versions. 
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3. Classification components 

Most classifications have a hierarchical organisation of categories which allows the interpretation of 
produced datasets at different classification levels. A homogeneous and detailed hierarchical classification 
organisation enables the collection, processing and dissemination of data by particular levels of aggregation. 
Therefore, classifications can also be considered multifunctional according to their design. 

Unlike classifications, code lists are displayed in a horizontal form and have a simple structure. Although 
visually code lists may give the impression of simplicity, in practice they are extremely complex because they 
can also contain long lists of aggregates that are used for data analysis.  

The aim of standard classifications is to provide an adopted framework that allows datasets to be adapted to 
different data sources and statistical surveys and prepare them to be comparable. Classification is defined 
for the purpose of collecting, processing and disseminating statistical survey data or for the purposes of 
registers. Unlike a standard classification, a classification prepared for the purpose of a single survey may 
contain multiple attributes or metadata (e.g. units of measurement or type of production).  

The standard statistical classification should contain the following elements: 

 structure (key of sorting, coding system and hierarchical structure); 

 labels; 

 explanations; 

 alphabetical and numerical indexes. 

 

3.1  Name of classification 

The name of the classification is the formal name associated with the classification. These are some 
examples of names: 

 International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) 

 International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) 

 Central Product Classification (CPC) 

 Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) 

 

3.2  Classification identifiers 

These are common abbreviations that are associated with classification. Examples are as follows: 

ISIC – International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities 

ISCO – International Standard Classification of Occupations 

CPC – Central Product Classification 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/classifications/Econ/isic
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=International_Standard_Classification_of_Education_(ISCED)
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/classifications/Econ/cpc
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/trade/sitcrev4.htm
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3.3  Classification versions 

The classification version is a list of mutually exclusive categories that provides a classification variable for a 
given period of time. If the version is regulated hierarchically, each level in the hierarchy is a set of mutually 
exclusive categories. A normative status of the classification version is definite and is valid for a certain 
period of time. The new version differs significantly from the previous one. Significant differences are those 
that change the boundaries between categories, that is, a statistical unit may belong to different categories in 
the new and old versions. Changes in the boundaries may result from the creation or deletion of categories, 
or by moving part of one category to another. 

The new classification develops when the scope, concepts or structure are changed, and not when only new 
categories are added or old ones are deleted and/or when the descriptions of the definitions are modified. 

 
a) Classification levels  

According to structure, classifications can be horizontal classifications (having one level) or hierarchical 
classifications (having several levels). The lowest level of hierarchical classification is always the most 
detailed level, i.e. it has the most accurate information (detailed values) for the variable according to which 
the statistical unit is classified. Categories at this level are grouped into comprehensive classification 
categories. 

There should be a sufficiently broad coverage in the classification to meet the widest possible range of 
statistical needs. 

Standard statistical classifications provide a reference framework for the collection, aggregation and 
comparison of statistics. Although the terms underlying the statistical classification are generally well defined 
(e.g. economic activities, industrial products), it is not possible to predict all user needs. In addition, it is not 
uncommon for classifications originally designed and developed for statistical purposes to be used for 
administrative purposes, scientific studies, etc. 

‘Exhaustive coverage of the observed population’ means that a corresponding classification category can be 
determined for each observation unit; for example, the classification of construction works broken down into 
‘non-residential buildings’ and ‘residential buildings’ would not be sufficiently exhaustive, as it would not 
cover civil engineering works such as the construction of roads, bridges, etc. 

As opposed to classifications, code lists are developed on the basis of identified needs such as data 
collection and dissemination for one or more statistical domains. In addition, they are used as a tool for the 
exchange of data. Code lists can also be used when linking data, and can be tailor-made and specifically 
designed. 
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IMAGE 1:  EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES – THE REGISTER OF BUSINESS ENTITIES  
OF THE CROATIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 
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IMAGE 2:  EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES – THE CRAFTS REGISTER 

 

 

3.4  Structure 

There are no solid and simple rules to determine when to use which type of classification structure. However, 
the structure should contain the most detailed categories at the lowest level of hierarchical classification.   

An important feature of statistical classifications is their strict hierarchical organisation. Depending on the 
availability of the software tool, the classification structure contains the following: 

• name; 

• hierarchical structure; 

• sorting key; 

• official code; 

• forms of presentation; 

• related code. 
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Classifications are structured either as horizontal classifications (simple list of categories) or as hierarchical 
classifications (with a logical hierarchy of categories ranging from detailed to extensive levels). 

 
(i) Horizontal classifications 

Horizontal classifications contain only one level, i.e. a list of categories. Horizontal classifications are 
developed when there is no need to group categories into aggregated groups. However, the categories 
should be mutually exclusive, while the classifications should be exhaustive.  

An example of a horizontal classification is classification by sex. 

The horizontal classification is identical to the linear classification. 

The structure of the horizontal classification should be used when a simple list of categories is required or 
when there is no need to aggregate or group categories into items that could be useful for descriptions or 
analyses in combination with other variables. 

 
(ii) Hierarchical classifications 

Hierarchical classifications contain more than one level of aggregation. They are usually structured with the 
most general or extensive categories at the top of the classification hierarchy and the most detailed 
categories at the bottom. Depending on the descriptive and analytical needs, each level can be used to 
record the value of a variable, e.g. in a questionnaire response or in an administrative record.  

Examples of hierarchical classifications are the International Standard Industrial Classification of All 
Economic Activities (ISIC) or Central Product Classification (CPC). 

The hierarchical classification structure should be used when there is a requirement to aggregate or group 
categories into items that are satisfactory for descriptive or analytical purposes and to combine with other 
variables. 

 
Sorting key  

When classification codes consist only of numbers, their structure is predetermined, meaning that the 
number of digits at each hierarchical level is clearly defined. The order of the categories in the classification 
may be based on numerical code sorting. For example: 

• 01 

• 01.11 

• 01.12 

• 01.19 

• 02 

• 02.11 

• 02.12 

• 02.19 

• 20.21 
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However, when coding is based on a combination of alphabetical and numerical characters, as is the case 
for the ISIC classification (International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities): 

• A 

• 01 

• 011 

• 0111 

• 0112 

• B 

• 05 

• 051 

• 0511, 

classification of records in alphabetical order can disrupt the above structure. In order to follow the sequence 
of records, an additional field should be introduced into the database. This field is called ‘sorting key’ (also 
known as UID or unique identification number, ID, etc.).  

The sorting key can be simple (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.) or more complex, such as the ones in the Combined 
Nomenclature (CN). The sorting key consists of 12-digit fixed-length codes (e.g. 010011000090), which 
transmit information not only on the order of the records but also on their nature, hierarchical level, etc. – all 
this information is relevant for dissemination purposes. 

 
Official code  

The official code is available in official documents (e.g. UN official publications, Official Journal of the 
European Union, etc.). When displaying the official code, the display format can be defined, which includes a 
point or spacing, etc., as follows:  

• Harmonised System (HS): 0101.90 

• Combined Nomenclature (CN): 0101 90 00 

• ISIC: 0111 

• NACE: 01.11. 

Sometimes the code is presented in one set, i.e. without specific characters such as points and spacings, for 
the purpose of data exchange and database management.  

The practical application of the Harmonised System codes, the Combined Nomenclature and the Statistical 
Classification of Economic Activities – NACE is presented here: 

• Harmonised System: 010190 

• Combined nomenclature: 01019000 

• NACE: 0111. 
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Classification official, abbreviated and other names 

It is possible to identify several types of names, as follows: 

• official names 

• abbreviated names. 

 
Coding system 

The coding system of statistical classifications is strictly organised, which means that in most cases the 
coding system gives an indication of the hierarchical level of the categories concerned. Here is the example 
of a Combined Nomenclature coding system: 

 categories of the first level (''sections'') are identified by Roman numerals; 

 categories of the second level (''chapters'') are identified by two-digit numerical codes; 

 categories of the third level (''headings'') categories are identified by four-digit numerical codes; 

 categories of the fourth level (''HS sub-headings'') are identified by six-digit numerical codes; 

 categories of the fifth level (''CN categories'') are identified by eight-digit numerical codes. 

The established coding system is rarely present in code lists, as hierarchical levels can only exist if the 
categories are mutually exclusive, and this is common only for classifications and not for code lists. Code list 
developers can create user-friendly codes by assigning meaning to them, thus facilitating their interpretation, 
as shown below in an example describing modes of transport.  

IMAGE 3: EXAMPLE OF A HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION – COMBINED NOMENCLATURE 

 

Source: Ministry of Finance – Customs Administration 

https://carina.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/dokumenti/CTVP/Kombinirana%20nomenklatura%20za%202024..pdf
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3.5  Other names 

As the name indicates, official names are names used in the dissemination of data and are published in the 
Official Journal of the European Union or in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, etc.  

For dissemination purposes, long names are sometimes not suitable for presentation in tables as space is an 
important parameter, and the same applies to statistical and administrative registers. In these cases, 
abbreviated names are used, which usually contain less than 50 characters. 

As regards other names, classifications such as the Combined Nomenclature, which contains hundreds of 
categories designated as ‘Other’, this has not proved practical for users, since by applying the analysis 
procedure of the second category of the group concerned they are forced to conclude about the content of 
these categories on their own. In order to assist users in correctly interpreting the content of individual 
classification categories, institutions in charge of creating, applying and maintaining classifications prepare 
explanations in an effort to bring the content of each category closer to the end user.  

One of the most main characteristics of statistical classifications is to classify each phenomenon or object in 
one and only one classification category, without overlapping with another classification category. It is 
therefore important to use clear and unambiguous definitions of individual categories. 

According to this classification feature, classifications can be clearly and unambiguously delineated from 
code lists. Unfortunately, when creating a code lists, the principle of mutual exclusivity is often not respected, 
so it happens that they contain overlapping aggregates.  

When it comes to the number of defined levels, it would be better for users that it is minimal, as this gives 
users an insight into the details they need for different types of descriptions and analyses. Hierarchical 
classifications can cover nine levels, although they usually do not require more than five levels. 

It should be noted that creating effective and transparent code lists is more difficult when they contain higher 
classification levels. 

 

3.6  Structure of code lists 

Code lists consist of one or more alphabetical or numerical characters assigned to each classification 
category. The code may consist of a combination of alphabetical and/or numerical characters. 

There are no standard criteria in deciding when to use alphabetical or numerical characters. Numerical 
codes are more useful, especially when creating logical and hierarchical classifications. In order to ensure 
that the standard code pattern can be stored within computer classification management systems, in some 
cases leading zeros will need to be added. 

The code structure must be consistent and logical for each classification level for which it is used. For the 
first hierarchical classification level, the code structure should be the first position to denote the most 
aggregated level, e.g. 1 for the first most numerous group; for level 2 it should be 12, while for level 3 it 
should be 123 – i.e. logical hierarchical structure. This does not exclude the use of other examples, but they 
may make it difficult to link one level to another, e.g. the use of Roman numerals that would be followed by 
letter characters followed by numerical characters is not recommended. In order for new codes to be added 
in the future for new classification versions, the structure of the codes should be sustainable. 
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In the horizontal classification, the codes may include sequential numbers or preferably combinations of 
letters that can serve as initial easy-to-understand labels for a category. For example, alphabetical codes 
consisting of two characters to represent the name of a country. Each category in the classification must 
have a code, while the structure of the code should be consistent and logical for each level used. 

IMAGE 4: EXAMPLE OF ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MEMBER STATES 

 

Source: Interinstitutional Style Guide 

3.7  Descriptor 

Descriptors are texts that describe the classification category in one line. In order to unambiguously illustrate 
the exact content of the category, the descriptor should be unique and meaningful within the classification. 
Each descriptor should be understandable for itself, i.e. no additional information should be used, i.e. it 
should be clear that one category has different content from all others. 

IMAGE 5:  EXAMPLE OF A DESCRIPTOR FROM THE NATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 
2010 – NKZ 2010 

 

3.8  Descriptions, definitions and explanations 

Numerical or alphabetical codes are not sufficient for an unambiguous interpretation of the category, 
therefore they are accompanied by explanations providing detailed information on what falls within a 
particular category and what is not. Accompanying interpretations such as "opinions on classification", 
"decisions on classification", "case law", etc. are also an integral part of the explanation. 

The most common method of creating explanations includes: 

 central content 

 limited content 

 excluded content 

https://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-370100.htm
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The central content is a description of actions that are known to be included in the concept. This information 
can be indicated by statements such as: "This class includes", "This category includes", "This position 
includes", "Includes", etc. 

Limited content describes actions that are included in a convention or consensus classification category, as a 
particular category can also be classified under another category. A typical example refers to wooden shoes that 
were considered exclusively shoes a century ago, while nowadays they are considered handicrafts in most 
countries. For the purpose of correct application in practice, this information is usually introduced with labels such 
as "This class also includes", "This category also includes"; "This position also includes", "Includes also", etc. 

Excluded content expresses what is not covered by a given classification category. This information is 
expressed in the following statements: "This class excludes", "This category excludes", "This position 
excludes", "Excludes", etc. An explicit reference to the classification level under which the content of the 
descriptor "Excludes" belongs is recommended for exemptions. 

IMAGE 6: EXAMPLE FROM THE NATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 2010  
– NKZ 2010 – MAJOR GROUP 

  

In some classifications there is no clear distinction between what is included in the category and what is 
excluded. In this case, the information will be mapped using the so-called central content. 

In other cases, a fourth chapter entitled "Introductory notes" is added. This area is located in front of the 
explanations and provide an overview of the category concerned or of the set of elements within that category. 
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Below is an example of the introductory explanatory note for position 01 of the 1999 version of COICOP. 

01. Food and non-alcoholic beverages 

Division 01 covers food (01.1) and non-alcoholic beverages (01.2) purchased by the household mainly for 
consumption or preparation at home. It excludes food and non-alcoholic beverages that are provided as part 
of a food serving service (Division 11). 

Services for processing primary goods to produce food and non-alcoholic beverages for own consumption 
are also included in this Division (01.3). 

Food is composed of all edible goods that are purchased and consumed by the household with the purpose 
of nourishing. It includes: cereals and cereal products; etc. 

IMAGE 7: EXAMPLE OF THE CLASSIFICATION COICOP-HICP 2000 

 

Source: KLASUS – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 
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Some classifications do not have supporting methodological explanations, but point to the classification 
levels that form an integral part of them. An example of such a case is the categories of the United Nations 
Standard International Trade Classification (SITC), which are defined by the Harmonised System (HS) 
classification categories, which are under the responsibility of the World Customs Organisation (WCO).  

IMAGE 8: EXAMPLE OF SITC CLASSIFICATION 

 

Source: KLASUS – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 

Unfortunately, even the most detailed interpretations cannot answer all possible questions that may arise in 
society. Therefore, from time to time inquiries are submitted to experts in charge of classifications, e.g. to 
data providers and users and to national statistical institutes. Inquiries may concern, for example, the 
classification of new activities or activities that are less frequently present in economy, which are not 
specifically mentioned in the structure or explanations of the classification. Depending on the type of the 
inquiry, a board such as, for example, the Working Group on EU Standards and NACE/CPA review Task 
Force are set up to analyse and deal with the inquiries received and provide guidance for all similar cases in 
cooperation with members. The agreed classification guidelines are published on the website. 

Users have access to supporting information on the classification category. It often includes instructions that 
clearly define a category or can help users to determine the coverage of a category. In addition to providing 
examples, explanatory notes can explain the content of what a particular category includes and excludes, 
and offer rules or guidelines for the application of a particular classification category. Definitions are not 
mandatory, but they are used as an integral part of the classification for cases in which a more detailed 
explanation of the content of individual categories is required.  
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3.9  Coding indexes 

Coding indexes consist of alphabetical and numerical indexes so that the terms are sorted in alphabetical 
order with the corresponding code or are arranged using a numerical code at the lowest classification level, 
ranging from the lowest to the highest value. 

Depending on the type of classification, alphabetical indexes simplify the classification of activities, products, 
occupations and other statistical phenomena for which statistical classifications have been created. The 
alphabetical index always refers to only one classification, so the list of terms is always linked only to one 
code, which means that thee ratio is exclusively 1:1. 

In addition to the alphabetical index, a numerical index for coding survey questionnaires is also made for 
users’ needs. The index contains descriptions taken from different data sources and responses to the survey 
questions. Otherwise, it is used in coding of administrative data sources, and in some cases it may also 
contain a list of spelling errors. The numerical index should be created for both computer-assisted coding 
and for manual coding. 

IMAGE 9:  ILLUSTRATION OF THE ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF THE NATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF 
OCCUPATIONS 2010 – NKZ 2010 

 

Source:  National Classification of Occupations 2010 – NKZ 2010 – BOOK III Alphabetical and Numerical Index,  
in-house material 
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IMAGE 10: ILLUSTRATION OF THE NUMERICAL INDEX OF THE NATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF 
OCCUPATIONS 2010 – NKZ 2010 

 

Source:  National Classification of Occupations 2010 – NKZ 2010 – BOOK III Alphabetical and Numerical Index,  
in-house material 

 

3.10  Residual categories 

Residual categories are the remaining categories created to classify responses that do not fit into any other 
classification category. They can also be called supplementary codes. These categories are often not 
formally part of the classification structure; however, they are created for operational reasons, as the aim is 
to code all the responses in the survey. The use of these categories falls within the responsibility of the 
creators of the classification. If there is no such category, end users of the classification can create a residual 
category themselves. 
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IMAGE 11: EXAMPLE OF A RESIDUAL CATEGORY 

 

 

Source: KLASUS – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 

 

3.11  Correspondence tables 

The correspondence tables link different classification versions or different classifications. They provide 
detailed descriptions of how a category in one classification relates to or links to another classification. There 
are cases in which a category does not change in any classification, or that a category is divided into several 
categories in another classification. It may also happen that there is no corresponding category. For the latter 
situation, it is necessary to decide on how to deal with such cases, bringing in options for completely 
excluding or including as well as for pairing with the indication "no equivalent category". 

In fact, correspondence tables (also known as ‘concordance tables’, ‘correlation tables’ or ‘mapping tables’) 
consist of established links between codes in the original classification with the corresponding codes in the 
target classification. The following relations can exist between these links: 

 a 1:1 (one-on-one) correspondence table, in which the whole content of the lowest level in the original 
classification corresponds exactly to the entire content of the lowest level in the target classification 
(even if the wording of the classification category name is different); 

 a 1:n (one in more) correspondence table, in which the content of the lowest level in the original 
classification is positioned to more than a single lowest level in the target classification; 

 a m:1 (more to one) correspondence table, in which the content of several lowest classification levels 
in the original classification is grouped into one code in the target classification; 

 a m:n (more to more) correspondence table, in which the m number of the lowest classification levels 
in the original classification corresponds to the n number of classification levels in the target 
classification. 
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IMAGE 12: GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF CORRESPONDENCE TABLES 

 

Correspondence tables can be established between two different classifications (e.g. between ISIC and 
CPC) as well as between two classification versions of the same classification (e.g. between ISIC Rev. 4 and 
ISIC Rev. 3.1). 

Such link lists may have attributes (i.e. additional explanatory information), such as: 

 partial coverage specification;  

- the attribute is used for marking when only a part of a specific category is included in a specific link, 
while the rest of the category content is contained in one or more other links  

- it can be represented either with an “ex” (in this case the number of partial links is unknown) or with 
a positive natural number equal to or greater than 1 (in this case, the number of partial links is 
known) 

- it may be used for both the original and the target classifications 

 comment 

- short text describing the nature of the change or the coverage of classification categories 

- may take the form of a code list with predefined values; 

 information on the status of links;  

- correspondence tables between international standard classifications states all possible links 
between the original and the target classification, but do not specify whether some links are more 
important than others, simply because such tables are multifunctional and it is not known how they 
will be used by analysts and researchers  

- some correspondence tables may assign a different status to the links present in the 
correspondence table, thus some links are primary while others are secondary 

- information can be very useful for users who are not experts in the field of classifications. 
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IMAGE 13: TABLE PRESENTATION OF CORRESPONDENCE TABLE WITH COMMENTS 
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IMAGE 14:  TABLE PRESENTATION OF THE CORRESPONDENCE TABLE BETWEEN  
NACE Rev. 1.1 AND NACE Rev. 2 

 

Source: KLASUS – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 

 

3.12  Units of measure 

Units of measure are often associated with statistical classifications used to produce trade and/or goods 
data. Units of measure are a method of quantifying the units to be classified and are part of the definition of 
the basic category. Units usually correspond to international standard codes and definitions for weights and 
measures based on ISO 1000 or the International System of Units (SI). Units may be associated with 
classification units or information produced in the usage of the classification. 
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IMAGE 15: SCREENSHOT – CROMETA – UNITS OF MEASURE 

 

Source: CROMETA #2 – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 

 
IMAGE 16: SCREENSHOT – CROMETA – UNITS OF MEASURE – LENGTH 

 

Source: CROMETA #2 – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 
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IMAGE 17: SCREENSHOT – CROMETA – UNITS OF MEASURE – LENGTH – METER 

 

Source: CROMETA #2 – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 

 

3.13  Decision on procedures, case law and restrictions 

It is essential to record and make available all prepared documents on the quality of coding, case law or 
decisions on procedures that can be of help to classification users. Decisions on procedures should be 
included in the rules for the application of the coding indexes and contain an agreed interpretation on the 
following issues: 

 how to classify new situations or responses (e.g. jobs with new combinations of tasks and duties, new 
types of economic activities or new products or services) that have emerged since the classification 
was published and how to record these changes for inclusion in the next revision; 

 how to classify complex or unusual situations or responses to questions for which written definitions do 
not offer simple solutions; 

 how to uniformly classify categories that are differently interpreted by users; 

 how to present relevant administrative or legal interpretations of case law or legislation in a particular 
country. 
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3.14  Other differences between classifications and code lists 

Several other differences could be added between statistical classifications and code lists, such as: 

 statistical classifications are understandable to users, e.g. are accompanied by detailed explanations, 
decisions on classification and case law, as opposed to code lists which are machine-readable for 
purposes of data collection and exchange; 

 development and maintenance costs are higher for classifications compared to code lists, as they are 
based on existing standards and usually are not accompanied by any supporting notes, nor do they 
contain explanations; 

 statistical classifications are supported by instructions, manuals, coding indexes as well as organised 
trainings to make work easier for users, while this is not the case for code lists; 

 the comparison between classification versions and time series is an important criterion for a 
classification, while the same does not apply to code lists; 

 code lists can work without framework classifications, as opposed to classifications 

 statistical classifications should reflect the statistical balance to enable the coding of each 
questionnaire response. Estimates based on population layer grid entitled "Global Human Settlement 
Layer (GHSL) indicate that classifications create classes in which populations are not very different in 
size. This means that such classes can enable effective cross-tabulation of data. 

IMAGE 18: EXAMPLE OF CODE LIST – TYPES OF TOURIST ATTRACTIONS 

 

Source: KLASUS – Croatian Bureau of Statistics 
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4. Revisions of classifications and code lists 

In order for classification systems to reflect current developments in society, they are periodically revised, 
irrespective of whether they are related to economic activities, products, etc., and they are a response to 
technological changes, market organisation and other events. Based on a pre-defined timetable of activities, 
revisions of the main classifications are carried out from the stakeholder consultation phase to the formal 
legal adoption. 

Code lists based on standard classifications follow the same revision procedures of the baseline 
classifications from which they are derived. However, one of the advantages of code lists is their greater 
flexibility, i.e. the ability to respond quickly to new requests, thus enabling different statistical and 
administrative needs to aggregate classification categories and create aggregates. Code lists may also have 
their own revision schemes. 

Revisions of international statistical classifications include a complete overview of user needs, as well as 
conceptual bases and user tools related to the development, creation and application of classifications. 

The reasons for revisions of international statistical classifications are largely multifaceted. From time to time, 
classification systems require modernisation of classification structures. 

Changes in the structure of the economy over time lead to the creation of new activities, products and 
services or to an increase in the importance of certain economic areas of activity that require a more detailed 
approach. 

One of the main tasks of international and national statistical bodies is to monitor changes that occur in the 
economy and society, and for which statistical data are collected and systematised for the purposes of 
conducting various policies. Depending on the results of analyses carried out, revisions of statistical 
classifications are initiated whenever deemed necessary. Mostly, only additional methodological issues are 
discussed that determine whether new solutions are better or not. The intervals between revisions should not 
be too long, as the importance of classification decreases over time, but also not too short, due to negative 
effects they could impose on consistency of time series. 

The general objectives of revisions as follows: 

 removing weaknesses in existing versions of classifications in the ISCAP system, 

 reflecting changes in the technology or organisation of the economy, 

 meeting new and continued requirements for various data, 

 achieving greater comparability with or consistency between different classifications (primarily ISIC – 
NACE – NAICS, but also ANZICS, JSIC and NatSIC). 

 
Revision of NACE classification 

Changes in the economy, as well as continuous technological development, result in the creation of new 
activities and products that can replace existing activities and products. Such changes that occur in society 
present a constant challenge for the creation of statistical classifications. Any revision of the classification, 
especially if it involves structural changes, leads to breaks in time series. 

Revisions apply to all classifications of the Integrated System of Economic Classifications.  
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The main criteria for initiating a revision are the following: 

 relevance to the current world economy, 

 better comparability with other national and international classifications 

 continuity with its previous versions. 

IMAGE 19 SCHEMATIC DISPLAY OF INTERNATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM 
OF CLASSIFICATIONS OF ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS – ISCAP 

 

 
ISIC 

ISIC is the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities that allows units to be 
classified by their activities. The ISIC categories are described at the most detailed level (classes) according 
to what, in most countries, is a common combination of activities performed by statistical units. 

ISIC is applied in collecting, processing and presenting statistics on economic activities worldwide and 
provides a framework for the international comparison of national statistics. Related classifications are: SITC, 
CPC, COFOG, NACE, CPA, HS, NKD and KPD. 

NACE 

NACE is the statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community, which provides a 
framework for the collection and presentation of a large number of statistical data by economic activities, 
primarily in the area of economic statistics, but also in other statistical domains. 

It is derived from the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) and 
although it is more disaggregated than ISIC, it is fully compatible with it and can be considered as its 
European version.  Related classifications are: ISIC, CPA, PRODCOM, SITC, CN, NKD, CPA, NIP and 
NIPUM. 
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CPC 

The Central Product Classification is a product classification recommended for global application and has 
five hierarchical levels. It also covers goods and services, with goods being defined on the basis of elements 
of the Harmonised System. There is no modular relationship with the basic classification for the service 
sector, as the CPC is the first classification to be created as part of the revision in the 90s and includes all 
services. 

CPA 

The CPA is the European version of the UN Central Product Classification (CPC). While the CPC is only a 
recommended classification, the CPA is, however, a legally binding classification in the EU. The CPA is 
different from the CPC because it is more detailed and has a different structure. The structure of the CPA is 
based on the economic origin of the product, with a framework based on NACE classification. Related 
classifications are: ISIC, CPC, HS, NACE, PRODCOM, CN, NKD, CPA, NIP and NIPUM. 

CN 

CN is the classification of goods applied within the EU for the purpose of trade in goods statistics. It is also 
used by the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Taxation and Customs Union for customs 
purposes. The classification is maintained by Eurostat for statistical purposes and by the Directorate-General 
for Taxation and Customs Union for tariff purposes. As a Council Regulation, it is binding on EU Member 
States. 

The classification is based on the Harmonised System (HS). CN was introduced in 1998 together with the 
HS. Related classifications are: HS, CPC, CPA, ISIC, NACE, SMTK, PRODCOM, CPA, NIP and NKD. 

PRODCOM 

PRODCOM is the name for EU production statistics for the domains mining and quarrying, manufacturing 
and distribution of electricity, gas and water of the statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the 
European Community (NACE). The PRODCOM List headings are derived from the Harmonised System (HS) 
or the Combined Nomenclature (CN), which allows comparisons between production statistics and foreign 
trade in goods statistics. PRODCOM titles are marked with an eight-digit code, the first six digits of which 
are, as a rule, identical to the CPA code. The PRODCOM List is therefore linked and consistent with the 
Central Product Classification. 
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5. Checklist for verification of statistical classifications 

Classification status 

Should the classification be standard or should it be adapted for specific data collection in a particular 
domain? What should be the name? 

To collect what data will this classification be used? 

Is it specialised for collection of a particular type of data? 

Will it be used in administrative data sources, as well as for sampling and census purposes? What are the 
possible uses for non-statistical purposes? 

What basic concepts are used in this classification? How are the concepts defined? 

Which statistical units are classified? 

What will be the reporting units? 

Are there other concepts that are closely related to the classification? 

Classification coverage 

What is the coverage of the classification? 

Primary uses of the classification 

Is classification primarily used as a data collection and processing tool? 

Is classification primarily used as a tool for conducting statistical analysis? 

Will the assigned classification category affect the determination of administrative obligations and the 
classification of the statistical unit? 

Consultation with users 

Should a reference group of key users and/or subject-matter experts be established? 

(This group should be consulted on the content, scope and structure). 

Should a statistical advisory group of stakeholders be set up? (This group should be consulted on the 
relevance of the statistics that can be produced using the classification). How will conflicting user 
requirements or application be resolved? 

What are the classification criteria? Are they compatible? 

According to what criteria were they selected? 

What compromises have been made to meet the specific requirements of individual users? 

Classification structure 

Does the structure have an appropriate number of levels? 

Are compromises necessary for statistical feasibility or statistical balance? Can these problems be better 
addressed through data collection and processing tools and/or in the preparation of statistics than during 
structuring of classification? 

What is the compatibility with other statistical concepts and classifications, and comparability with 
international standards? 
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Are the proposed categories well defined? 

Are they mutually exclusive and sufficiently detailed when taking into account the descriptive definitions and 
explanatory notes as well as the coding instructions? 

Are the names chosen for the categories sufficiently precise and appropriate? 

Appropriateness of the code structure  

Is the code structure appropriate? 

Are specific conventions proposed or required for codes? 

Do you need additional codes? 

Are the remaining categories specified and used appropriately? 

Correlation with other classifications 

Are there (other) relevant international standards? 

What is the correlation between classifications and any other classification? 

Statistical balance 

Should the creation of a classification include setting the ideal minimum values by category for each level? 
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